BOUNDARY TREATMENTS OUTLINE SPECIFICATION KEY

NOTES ON LANDSCAPE FENCING
1. 1.20m ht. sweet chestnut cleft post-and-pale fencing with steel stabilising wire
mesh with an expected lifespan of 20 years or more, made from sustainable
natural resources from coppices plantation.
2. Fencing to be suitable to accommodate changes in topography.
3. 4 no. horizontal galvanised 2.00mm wire strands per row of fencing with support
posts, struts and anchor posts of treated softwood.
4. Pales to be cleft, peeled and pointed one end; with approx 81 pales in a 9.10m
length roll.
5. Intermediate rounded 75mm Ø 1.65m length posts at 2.50m intervals, with
100mm Ø corner and end-posts at 45.00m intervals, corners and changes of
direction.
6. Provide 200x200mm 2.40m length pressure-treated Douglas Fir heavy duty gate
posts and closed goose-neck style 1.50/1.20m softwood gate with stainless steel
ironmongery and fixings to communal amenity open spaces or playspaces where
indicated.
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All foundations, piers, reinforcing mesh, concrete sub-bases and geotextiles to engineers'/architects'
design detail and specification. All retaining walls to engineer's design detail and specification.
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LOCATION OF PROTECTIVE FENCING TO EXISTING TREES
Indicative line of Tree Protection Fencing for trees and vegetation to be retained as per
consulting arborist's report and drawings, to meet BS 5837 'Trees in Relation to Design,
Demolition & Construction'. Area indicating Work Exclusion Zone around trees to be
retained, protected with protective fencing as per arborist's 'Tree Protection Measures'.
Tree protection fencing must be erected before demolition or construction work
commences on site, and should remain in place until their removal or relocation is
authorised by a qualified arborist.
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT H: PLAN
SCALE 1:20
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Cleft chestnut fence Fencing to support hedge and
enclose space: 1.20m height cleft chestnut pale,
post-and-rail fence with wired cleft chestnut pales, with
pressure-treated softwood gate and posts.
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Protective fencing: Type CW120 Cleft chestnut pale fencing, height
1.2m. Chestnut posts and struts, with straining posts at 70.0m c/cs in
straight runs, and at all ends, corners, changes of direction and acute
variations in level. Intermediate posts at 2.50m c/cs.
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT A - WOODEN BOLLARDS IN VERGE
0.60m ht. from FGL (finished ground levels) weather-struck FSC (hardwood or
pressure-treated softwood) 200x200mm size bollards at 1.80m centres, secured with
counter-sunk galvanised steel dowel into concrete foundations to engineer's design
detail and specifications, free-draining under wooden bollard with pea gravel

BOUNDARY TREATMENT B - WALL TO CARLEY'S BRIDGE ROAD

Protective fencing: Type CW120 Cleft chestnut pale fencing, height
1.2m. Chestnut posts and struts, with straining posts at 70.0m c/cs in
straight runs, and at all ends, corners, changes of direction and acute
variations in level. Intermediate posts at 2.50m c/cs.
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Edge restraint: 38x150mm pressure-treated
larch timber edge twice-nailed to
50x50x750mm weathered stakes driven at
1001200mm c/cs. Double stakes at changes of
direction and corners. Fix a 600mm long
bracing nailed to inside of timber edge, 25mm
below top of edging, at 1200mm c/cs.

0.90m ht coursed random rubble locally-sourced granite wall with rounded granite
ashlar cappings and quoins, railings and integrated development signage along the
public road (Carley's Bridge Road) frontage. Rear of wall on site-side to be planted with
mixed native species transplant hedgerow
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT C - 'ALPINE' ROAD SAFETY BARRIER
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0.69m ht. semi-rigid composite barrier of steel U-beams and rails with horizontal 18cm
Ø round log wooden rail cladding (e.g. 'Birsta TM18' or equivalent approved) to prevent
vehicles from leaving the road and hitting roadside hazards such as slopes or
accidentally entering the riverside park, along the boulevard road. Fence must be
motorcycle friendly, manufactured in accordance with ISO 9001, compliant with EN
1317 and crash-rated to N1, N2 and H2 containment levels, CE certified. 39.5cm
overall thickness to fence, C100 steel posts in 1.50m lengths, covered with wood.
New hornbeam hedgerow to be planted to southern side of road safety barrier along
the length of the boundary to the riverside amenity open space
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Protective fencing: fence type CW120 to BS 1722-4 cleft
chestnut pale fencing, height 1.2m. Chestnut posts and struts, with
straining posts at 70.0m c/cs in straight runs, and at all ends,
corners, changes of direction and acute variations in level.
Intermediate posts at 2.50m c/cs. Locations shown on drawing.
Straining posts and intermediate posts to be set in rammed earth
to a depth of 600mm. Struts to be set n 300x450mm holes,
450mm deep filled with excavated material, well rammed as filling
proceeds.
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1.20m ht. sweet chestnut post-and-pale fencing with steel stabilising wire mesh, along
the Urrin River and tributaries, to ensure the streamside zone is protected, and left
intact in an undisturbed natural state. Works along the min. 10.00m width 'Streamside
Riparian Zone' buffer to be undertaken by hand-dig only to comply with Inland Fisheries
Ireland guidelines 'Planning for Watercourses in the Urban Environment', 2020. Provide
matching chestnut gates at intervals to ensure access for anglers is maintained.
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT D - RIPARIAN BUFFER ZONE FENCING
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT E - SECURE WELDMESH FENCING
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2.00m ht striped mesh fence e.g. 'Kilbarry' by Irish Fencing Services with V-crimps for
rigidity with proprietary double leaf swing self-closing gates at entrances, all to
BS1722-14 category 1. Panels to be fixed with steel clips and anti-vandal bolts to 60x60
galvanised posts. All to be be finished with polyester powder coating to EN 1722 Pt 16,
colour 'Olive Grey' RAL 7002. Provide opes suitable for hedgehog commuting.
Hedge planting to be provided to garden-side of all mesh fencing in rear domestic
dwelling gardens; locking system + intercom to be provided to double gates provided
to amenity open space of creche to ensure safe and secure staff entrance/occasional
maintenance access if required.
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT H: ELEVATION
SCALE 1:20
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Ground level

BOUNDARY TREATMENT H: SECTION
SCALE 1:20

BOUNDARY TREATMENT H: LANDSCAPE FENCES
SCALE 1:20
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Method of setting posts: 'Devil Claw' option
Finish: hot-dipped galvanised mild steel to EN9 ISO 1461:2009
after fabrication and subsequently electro-statically
powder-coated in a plant to selected RAL colour
Conformity: submit manufacturer's and installer certificates to BS
1722-8
Foundations: posts to be erected plumb and level in concrete
bases min size 350x350x600mm using concrete C25N

50x6mm 'joiner' post
20mm Ø MS bar top rail
2010 overall
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT G - GARDEN FENCES

4 no. 25x6mm MSF rails
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1.80m ht. wooden panel fence with concrete posts to rear gardens of dwellings.
Wooden gates to side access footpaths. Provide opes suitable for hedgehog
commuting

50x10 MSF mid-post
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Ø

NOTES ON ESTATE RAILING
1. Height:1.20m
2. Standard: BS 1722-8
3. Panel: Supplied in 2.00m wide factory-assembled panels and
bolted together on site. Railing consists of a solid panel of rails
and posts.
4. Rails: 4 no. horizontal 25x6mm MSF rails and 20mm Ø solid MS
bar top rail
5. Posts: 50x10mm MSF 'inter' or 'mid' posts, 50x6mm 'joiner' posts

BOUNDARY TREATMENT F - DWELLING GARDEN WALLS
2.0m ht. 'rough-cast' rendered both sides concrete blockwork boundary wall with
pre-cast round-top concrete capping 200mm ht. Walls to be painted to selected RAL
colour to harmonise with landscape. Where walls form rear garden boundaries, they
are to be planted with a hedgerow on the garden side
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT H - LANDSCAPE FENCES
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1.20m ht. sweet chestnut cleft post-and-pale fencing with steel stabilising wire mesh
with an expected lifespan of 20 years or more, made from sustainable natural
resources from coppices plantation. Fencing to be suitable to accommodate changes in
topography. 4 no. horizontal galvanised 2.00mm wire strands per row of fencing with
support posts, struts and anchor posts of treated softwood. Pales to be cleft, peeled
and pointed one end; with approx 81 pales in a 9.10m length roll. Intermediate rounded
75mm Ø 1.65m length posts at 2.50m intervals, with 100mm Ø corner and end-posts at
45.00m intervals, corners and changes of direction.
Provide 200x200mm 2.40m length pressure-treated Douglas Fir heavy duty gate posts
and closed goose-neck style 1.50/1.20m softwood gate with stainless steel
ironmongery and fixings to communal amenity open spaces or playspaces where
indicated.
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HORNBEAM HEDGE
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Paving Edging: 101.6x76mm L-shaped mill finish
extruded aluminium asphalt paving edging restraint trim
in alloy 6005, T-5 hardness, set on 200x300mm C20P
concrete races with 50mm dab and proprietary concrete
nails to create smooth flowing curves or straight lines to
path edges. 5.33mm thick exposed top lip and
proprietary connectors between 2.44m lengths.
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Private Open Space patio: 70mm depth 'Pembroke' by Kilsaran
in Silver Grey 5 size mix on bedding and sub-base to consulting
engineer's design detail and specification.

NOTES ON ESTATE RAILING
1. Height:1.20m
2. Standard: BS 1722-8
3. Panel: Supplied in 2.00m wide factory-assembled panels and
bolted together on site. Railing consists of a solid panel of rails
and posts.
4. Rails: 4 no. horizontal 25x6mm MSF rails and 20mm Ø solid
MS bar top rail
5. Posts: 50x10mm MSF 'inter' or 'mid' posts, 50x6mm 'joiner'
posts
6. Method of setting posts: 'Devil Claw' option
7. Finish: hot-dipped galvanised mild steel to EN9 ISO 1461:2009
after fabrication and subsequently electro-statically
powder-coated in a plant to selected RAL colour
8. Conformity: submit manufacturer's and installer certificates to
BS 1722-8
9. Foundations: posts to be erected plumb and level in concrete
bases min size 350x350x600mm using concrete C25N
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PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
PATIO TO DWELLING
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT K - ESTATE RAILING
1.20m ht. 5-rail estate railing ('Killarney' by Irish Fencing Systems or EQA) modular
fence to enclose front gardens to dwellings. 50x6mm solid flat posts at 1.00m centres.
Hot-dip galvanised mild steel, powder-coated to 'Olive Grey' RAL 7002. Hedge to be
planted on garden side of estate rail fencing. 1 no. 20mm Ø top horizontal rail, 4 no.
26x6mm solid horizontal flat rails, welded to posts. Proprietary estate type railing gates
to gardens. Fence to be backed by sweet chestnut pale and post fencing. Fence to be
mounted behind 300mm width granite kerb at junction with concrete paths.
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Gaps identified by consulting arborist in existing hedgerows to be in-filled with new
mixed native species transplant hedgerow planting. Hedgerows to be protected by cleft
sweet chestnut pale and post fencing
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3.00M WIDTH PATH
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT J - INFILL PLANTING
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Kerb edging: 300x250mm 'Amarello Real' - Portuguese Yellow
Granite kerb, bull-nosed with 20mm radiused corner to exposed
edge. Medium bush-hammered finish. Kerb on 50mm bedding
cement stabilised aggregate min. strength of 15N/mm². Kerb to be
finished min. 100mm above path level, on 200mm ST3 concrete
foundation on 100mm CL808 sub-base.
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT K: ESTATE RAILING SECTION
SCALE 1:20
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General Notes:
This drawing is the copyright of Landscape Design Services landscape architects.
This drawing must be read in conjunction with all relevant design team and surveyor's drawings, details and
specifications. Unless otherwise stated all dimensions are in millimetres.
Where dimensions are not given, drawings must not be scaled and the matter must be referred to the Landscape
Architect. Similarly if the drawings contain conflicting details or dimensions.
If the drawing includes conflicting details/dimensions the matter must be referred to the Landscape Architect.
All dimensions must be checked on site prior to construction or fabrication.
The Landscape Architect must be informed, by the Contractor, of any discrepancies before work proceeds.
This drawing has not been prepared for BCAR, BCMS or DAC purposes, and has not been prepared to
demonstrate compliance with the Building Regulations.
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT K: ESTATE RAILING ELEVATION
SCALE 1:20
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Double stakes at changes
of direction

Edge restraint of 38x150mm pressure-treated
larch timber edge twice-nailed to 50x50x750mm
weathered stakes driven at 1200mm c/cs.
Double stakes at changes of direction and
corners. Fix a 600mm long bracing nailed to
inside of timber edge, 25mm below top of
edging, at 1200mm c/cs.

Edge restraint: 38x150mm pressure-treated
larch timber edge twice-nailed to
50x50x750mm weathered stakes driven at
1200mm c/cs. Double stakes at changes of
direction and corners. Fix a 600mm long
bracing nailed to inside of timber edge, 25mm
below top of edging, at 1200mm c/cs.
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Boden Park, Ballyboden, Dublin 16, Ireland
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BOUNDARY TREATMENT K: ESTATE RAILING ISOMETRIC
SCALE 1:20

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS & CONSULTANTS
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600mm long 40x150mm bracing at joints
of edges, nailed with min. 8x nails to inside
of timber edge, 25-50mm below top of
timber edge
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Gravel Trim: 150mm depth graded 6-10mm
Ø washed and dried pea gravel, top level of
gravel 50mm below top of edge restraint,
gravel laid on geotextile

MAX 1:3 SLOPE TO
LANDSCAPE AREAS
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Planting Surface:
75mm depth medium grade bark chip by Enrich.ie
or similar, no splinters or fines Spread mulch with
20mm clearance from base of tree or plants.
Ground-cover planting - refer to Planting Plan +
Schedule.

INFILTRATION
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75x150mm tanalised larch timber edge, twice
nailed to 40x40x75mm tanalised and
weathered struck stakes, driven at 1.2m c/cs
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'Devil's Claw' ground fixing option

BUILDING WALL
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Growing medium: Cultivate the planting beds to a min.
depth of 450mm with three passes or a rotivator. Planter
back-filled with min. 450mm settled depth multi-purpose
grade BS:3882 topsoil/compost mix in a 3:1 ratio.
Compost: 'Multi-purpose Organic Compost', available
from www.enrich.ie or similar approved.
Subsoil: Decompacted throughout entire planting area.
Rip subsoil to a depth of min. 750mm from finished
landscape levels to ensure free drainage and no standing
water. Min depth of subsoil 450mm.
Planting pit base: Break up base of pit to
ensure free drainage + no standing water.

Ground: Well-consolidated
or undisturbed ground

WOODEN EDGING TRIM
SCALE 1:20

LANDSCAPE/BUILDING INTERFACE
SCALE 1:20
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